
To learn more about Pure Storage and the customers they’ve 
served in education, visit: www.purestorage.com/education.  

POP QUIZ: WHAT  
DO YOU WANT 
FROM THE CLOUD?

Anytime, anywhere access to digital content. My students  
and staff have high expectations.

Ease of maintenance. My IT staff is already stretched to the limit.

Lower costs. I am (perpetually) short on capital for expensive  
IT investments.

I need to be able to roll out new applications quickly and scale  
up capacity when needed.

All of the above.

If you answered E, you’re not alone. According to the Center for Digital 
Education’s recent cloud survey, education leaders see these as the top 
four benefits of using cloud-based technologies. 

Pure Storage helps education institutions reach these goals.  
Pure Storage provides flash storage solutions – a software-driven  
technology that is transforming IT operations through dramatic increases  
in performance and efficiency at lower costs. Whether you choose to leverage 
all-flash for your private cloud or keep your solution on-premises, Pure Storage 
allows you to take advantage of the speed, reliability and simplicity that make 
the cloud attractive.  

PURE STORAGE OFFERS: 
Anytime, anywhere access to content. Pure Storage excels in virtualization 
scenarios, allowing schools to offer mobility and BYOD at scale without performance 
issues. All-flash enables seamless, ubiquitous access to digital learning. 

Ease of maintenance. Pure Storage takes the headaches out of storage from the 
moment it comes out of the box. With the Evergreen™ Storage model, both controller 
hardware and software are non-disruptively upgraded with each three-year maintenance 
renewal. Say goodbye to forklift upgrades and  the hassles that come with them.

Lower costs. With a low up-front price, flat annual maintenance and an investment that 
stays modern through Evergreen Storage, there is no better total cost of ownership in the 
storage industry. Low, predictable payments have finally arrived.

Agility. Pure Storage allows you to grow capacity and performance where and when they 
are needed, with no downtime. With automatic resource provisioning, you can add more 
services whenever you need to.
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